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~ Color Block HDC Blanket ~ 

This is more a recipe for a color block child-size blanket, than a pattern: you can adapt it to 

any size, any color, any yarn you want. I give you all the information needed to do the same 

than shown on pictures, not including the yarn references because mine came from a french 

brand and are now discontinued.  

 

Pattern history: My daughter fell in love with a purple yarn and asked me to crochet a 

blanket. However, a full purple blanket would have been too expensive. So, I designed a way 

to showcase this yarn by including it in this black and white color block design.  

In the end, I think it’s even better this way: this pattern is a good, stylish, modern way to 

emphasize a particular yarn!  

After a few months living with this blanket, my love for her hasn’t changed a bit 😊 And same 

for my daughter. Since this blanket seems to make people happy, I decided to share the 

recipe with you. 
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Dimensions: 

Width = 96 cm / 38 inches ; Height = 149 cm  / 58 inches. 

You’ll need: 

• 8 mm – L hook 

• Any bulky yarn in 3 colors: black, white (or off-white / beige), and a contrasting color, 

or any color combination you like. Please be creative and share your pictures, I’d be 

delighted 😊 I recommend a cotton / wool blend (about half / half). Don’t hesitate to 

crochet a thinner yarn with 2 strands. FYI the blanket shown on picture weights 1,3 kg 

(2,15 lbs). There are 6 stripes, 3 of them are white, 2 are black, 1 is CC (Contrasting 

Color).  

• Scissors 

• Measuring tape  

• Yarn needle 

• A stitch marker can help to mark a row’s first stitch.  

 

Gauge:  

10 cm = 9 stitches / 7 rows of HDC 

Technique / stitches: US Terminology 

• Chain 

• HDC (please check this great tutorial by Lion Brand on how to do HDC rows) = half-

double crochet 

• DC = double crochet 

• Changing color 

Start with white yarn: 

Chain an even number: as much as needed to obtain the blanket’s width. I did 88 chains.  

Do your first HDC in the 3rd chain from hook.  

http://www.lionbrand.com/how-to-crochet-making-half-double-crochet/
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Do 14 rows of HDC (if you follow gauge); or any number required to obtain 20 cm /8 inches. 

Change to contrasting color (CC): 

Chain 4. Skip one stitch, DC in next stitch. Repeat *chain 1, skip 1, DC in next st* until end of 

row. Do two rows in this fashion. 

Change to black yarn: 

Do 14 rows of HDC, or any number required to obtain a 20 cm / 8 inches stripe. 

Change to contrasting color (CC): 

Chain 4. Skip one stitch, DC in next stitch. Repeat *chain 1, skip 1, DC in next st* until end of 

row. Make two rows in this fashion. 

Change to white yarn: 

Do 14 rows of HDC, or any number required to obtain a 20 cm / 8 inches stripe. 

Change to contrasting color (CC): 

Before you start, note that: 

1. I made this stripe larger than the others on purpose. 

2. I worked it in DC, not HDC, for the reason explained below in option 1. 

 

• OPTION 1: This is how I did it. I needed a twist because my CC yarn was significantly 

bulkier than the black and the white yarn, so I did a DC grid with the same hook. → Chain 

4, skip one stitch, DC in next stitch. Repeat *chain 1, skip 1, DC in next st* until end of 

row. Do 14 rows or any number to obtain a 25 cm / 10 inches stripe.  

 

• OPTION 2: if your CC yarn is the same weight as the two others, you may keep doing 

HDC rows (any number to obtain a 25 cm / 10 inches stripe).  

Change to black yarn: 

Do 14 rows of HDC, or any number required to obtain a 20 cm / 8 inches stripe. 
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Change to contrasting color (CC): 

Chain 4. Skip one stitch, DC in next stitch. Repeat *chain 1, skip 1, DC in next st* until end of 

row. Make two rows in this fashion. 

Change to white yarn: 

Do 14 rows of HDC, or any number required to obtain a 20 cm / 8 inches stripe. 

Once it’s done, work a supplementary row of slip stitches. 

End work, fasten off.  

Weave in the ends.  

Fringes:  

I put fringes on the sides of the CC stripe only.  

Fringes are each made with two 33 cm / 13 inches long strands. They are inserted every two 

rows.  

If you follow the gauge, you’ll need 28 strands.  

To attach fringes: Take 2 strands. Fold them in half, forming a loop. Insert hook in the 

desired space, draw the loop. Insert the ends in the loop, and pull on them. When they are all 

in place, cut to make them all about the same length.  

 

Thank you for following this pattern! You can use it freely, give or sale any item made. Don’t 

redistributed the pattern, whether free or for a fee, don’t copy any part, don’t claim as your 

own. Obviously 😊  

Find me on: 

Ravelry: https://www.ravelry.com/designers/caroline-lg 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lecoinpaisible/ 

Blog: https://lecoinpaisible.com/ 

https://www.ravelry.com/designers/caroline-lg
https://www.instagram.com/lecoinpaisible/
https://lecoinpaisible.com/

